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When Ray Paul and Richard Baskerville informed and encouraged me
about the possibility to apply for this position of co-Editor at the European
Journal of Information Systems, I felt tremendously honored, pleased and
enthusiastic, but also incapable of approving. Having, during many years,
been an Editor-in-Chief at Systèmes d’Information et Management (Rowe,
2006), I knew that it was also very demanding and did not feel to be up to
the task. On the other hand, this was such an opportunity to be serving for
a journal we greatly respected and valued – in France it is ranked among
the top four journals in IS – that I could hardly refuse. I once thought that
the Operational Research Society – a serious academic institution – would
choose someone else. But now I have to face it. They gave me five years and
I have to replace a very solid colleague – Hans van der Heijden – whom I
want to thank for his excellent service in the journal. Fortunately for me,
Ray and Richard as well as Sergio de Cesare, our managing Editor,
Neela Rungien, our Editorial Administrator in the Brunel office, and
Neil Henderson and Sharon Hewins at Palgrave, have sufficient calm and
competence to hide my mistakes and continue to lead and do their work
bravely.
This first editorial is an extraordinary opportunity for me to present

some of the ideas I have for EJIS, what it represents and what it could be. I
also need to stress that these ideas are personal and that they may not all
be shared by Ray and Richard. At least that they would certainly express
some of them differently. As Richard told me when I had to present EJIS in
South Africa, there is no party line when it comes to EJIS policy. Of course
we know it is a half-truth. He probably simply wanted to encourage me to
think a bit independently. By the virtue of his short education I will
therefore offer of few viewpoints that I constructed based on several
insights I found in our preferred press.

Valuing diversity in a worldwide mission: from various origins to
different paradigms and communities
At EJIS we value diversity of topics and origins as well as methodologies
and epistemologies. IS concerns a set of evolving and multifaceted
phenomena which cannot be examined with a single pair of glasses, lest
we will all suffer from myopia.
Regarding origins, we receive submissions from all parts of the world

(cf. Table 1) and publish 28% from the Americas, 57% from Europe, Middle
East and Africa and 15% from Asia and the Pacific (Avison et al., 2008;
Dwivedi & Kuljis, 2008).
In the EJIS tradition, and because of the very nature of IS – ‘The joy of IS

is the integration of the technical, personal, organizational, strategic and
societal issues that seem so intertwined in any particular IS’ – we try to
promote pluralism both in terms of topics and research methodologies
(O’Keefe & Paul, 2000; Paul, 2005, p. 208). Regarding topics, EJIS thus
offers a very large breadth from IS development to IS usage. Research
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methods used in EJIS encompass at least 15 different
types with an emphasis on case studies, interviews and
surveys (Dwivedi & Kuljis, 2008). In EJIS here is a majority
of interpretive (65%) vs positivist (34%) and critical (1%)
research, as well as qualitative (64 %) vs quantitative (30
%) and mixed (6%) (id.).
Such counts and categorizations should always be

interpreted with great care. It seems that EJIS shows
openness, but could do better:

� First of all with respect to its official scope to ‘provide a
critical view on technology, development, strategy,
management and policy’ it would be relevant to
reinforce the critical paradigm. Naturally, there are
several ways to be critical, as we will see in this issue.

� Second, if we restrict the analysis to empirical papers
focused on understanding the IT effects, as Paré et al.
(2008) did, we should publish more papers on the
emergent perspective rather than on technological
determinism, more multi-level and varied type of
analysis (although we offer greater diversity than
MISQ, ISR and I&O on that criteria), more process-
oriented research (Markus & Robey, 1988) than we
currently do. Since we do publish qualitative research
but still a very limited number of the latter types, this
may be more hampered by our editorial board profile.
In fact Paré et al. (2008) show that despite the
difficulties of publishing qualitative research, Informa-
tion and Organization has succeeded in some way. And
this may be because of their board profile. We do not
wish to espouse their editorial policy, but should strive
for a more balanced and diverse view of philosophical
and paradigmatic approaches in EJIS.

� Third, if we split the IS field into design science,
behavioral and economics research, there is also room
for improvement. Without doing any count, we know
we publish a lot of behavioral research. We have much
sympathy for design science research although we do
not necessarily have a very clear understanding of what
should be published under this umbrella (Winter,
2008), but at least we know what it is not (Baskerville,
2008). In any case, we could do much better in
attracting articles dealing with IS from an Economics
perspective, as long as they are close to the studied
phenomenon and not purely theoretical. Currently,
among top journals, only ISR regularly publishes this
kind of research and, EJIS should facilitate that as well.

Is such a policy of openness risky? Can we both accept
papers built with an economics orientation and yet
develop critical research? Marx is the first answer. The
second one is that openness does not mean that anything
goes and is not equivalent to some kind of relativism.
Openness is good and can support a best in class strategy
aiming at the publication of articles of the highest
quality. The journal with the highest impact factor in
IS, MISQ, who had a policy and reputation for supporting
positivism, actually publishes since many years papers
with very different epistemologies from interpretative
(Lee, 1994; Klein & Myers, 1999) to critical (Myers &
Klein, 2010). When we submitted our case to Thomson
for getting into the Social Science Citation Index this
openness policy supported by prominent authorships
and varied content certainly played a positive role. I
totally share Ray Paul’s assertion (2005, p. 208) ‘My
motivation is to continuously improve EJIS in all ways
possible: publishing higher-quality, rigorous papers that
are critical, relevant, pluralist and with impact on our
readership’.

The genre of a European discourse: freedom of
style as long as it is readable
Now, this quest for diversity, regarding epistemologies,
methodologies and the largest breadth of topics discussed
by the IS community, may also be sought by other
journals. Some may not be as international as EJIS, but
they may not be so far from EJIS from that viewpoint and
are striving to publish papers coming from different
continents. Thus we need to go beyond a simple
positivist count of what journals publish to understand
what policy or representation we have for EJIS.
First of all in EJIS we have a European spirit (O’Keefe &

Paul, 2000). Clearly we have seen that this cannot mean
locking the borders to potential authors for nationality or
geographic reasons. This idea is quite foreign to me and if
I, nevertheless acted differently, I would certainly have
difficulties continuing to work with Ray, Richard and our
Editorial Board. This would be all the more problematic
that, at EJIS, we give a lot of freedom to our AEs to accept
or reject papers and try to intervene as little as possible,
even if in the end we consider it is our responsibility to
publish or not a paper. So what does a European spirit
mean to me? Not only do I defend pluralism but also
freedom of style. Precisely, one of our first arguments is

Table 1 Attractiveness and published articles by geographic origin

Geographic origin Submissions

(2007–June 2010) (%)

Number of published articles including opinion

papers (2007–June 2010), by corresponding author

Americas 27, 5 75

U.K./Ireland 10 36

Continental Europe 36, 5 32

Asia/Australasia 17, 5 20

Africa/Middle East 8, 5 3
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that a top journal should strive not to impose a
straightjacket, whether in style or content, that we enrich
our community by being more inclusive than not, as long
as we can see the discourse of the papers we publish as
being IS related and excellent quality.
For the sake of argument and discussion, in order to

develop these ideas I will use a paper (Lyytinnen et al.,
2007) that is both extraordinarily rich with many
arguments I am very comfortable with, and some with
which I tend to disagree like the provocative statement
contained in its title, even though many esteemed
colleagues and friends, including Richard, co-signed this
paper. Of course having a paper title a bit provocative
helps to be read, and this one certainly succeeded from
that viewpoint, but I think it went too far in assertiveness
and maybe not far enough in argumentative depth.
Indeed, who will seriously agree that ‘the old world can
not publish’? First of all, regarding EJIS (cf. Table 1),
Ireland and the U.K. fare rather well with the Americas!
Second, if the publication record of the European
community as a whole in top North American outlets is
not excellent, it may simply be that authors coming from
a research tradition different to that of North America do
not want to make huge efforts to publish there if, in
addition, it means to give up a lot of their publishing
culture as I suggested elsewhere (Loos et al., 2010).
Everyone should read the original, but let me try to

summarize it first. Lyytinnen et al. (2007) begin by
scrutinizing a set of classical arguments put forth by
European colleagues explaining why they do not ‘publish
extensively’ in top elite journals. I agree with them that
these claims ‘communicate a misunderstanding of how
elite journals operate in filtering articles’ (id., p. 319) and
that institutional and cultural factors maintain and
reproduce the barriers limiting the presence of European
in North American journals such as Ph.D. preparation,
institutional shaping of research, and research funding.
Moreover, they provide constructive ideas about ‘values,
principles, and norms, which an author aspiring to
publish in elite journals must understand. These include
shared beliefs about (1) the contribution, (2) the writing,
(3) the orientation, (4) the goals: universal knowledge vs
tenure or promotion, (5) what counts as valid knowledge
claim and how you communicate it, and (6) the review-
ing benefit’ (p. 320). While these ideas are interesting and
certainly reflect to some extent how top journals operate,
I disagree with the fifth point. Indeed, I think with Ray
that the process should be more respectful of what
authors really did or intended to do. If not, ‘What gets
published? The combined views of authors and reviewers
in a paper which has had any content that is not
rigorously supportable removed from it. So it is not
uncommon for the final published version of the paper to
be rather bland, self-evident and endlessly citable, since it
is hardly likely to contradict the paper in which it is cited’
(Paul, 2008, p. 328).
For Lyytinnen et al. (2007, p. 322), ‘Reviews are a

process of continuous knowledge construction – not just

a process of knowledge assessment. Overall, preparation
for this process is better in North America’. In order to be
really constructive, reviews should be more than just
about assessment; but I’d rather say that reviews are a
process of discontinuous knowledge improvement. They
should be helpful. But because change is difficult, it is not
fair to recognize that a paper has great qualities and ask
for a complete redesign and rewrite. It would be more
honest to say either:

(1) It is good and, despite the fact that it does not solve
the most difficult issues or respond to our dreams,
there is a good chance that we will publish it if you do
some minor changes OR,

(2) It has some interesting aspects, but it suffers from
significant problems from our viewpoint and we
prefer to reject it.

This being said, I disagree with the diagnosis that the set
of classical arguments put forth were wrong or not true
anymore. First, although qualitative and philosophical
work is certainly more valued than it was in MISQ and
JAIS, we cannot say the situation has really changed with
other top journals. So when one is doing qualitative or
philosophical research, it is relatively more difficult to be
published or, put it otherwise, it takes much longer. We
have to agree that the national systems are getting closer
and that in many institutions there are incentives to get
published in top-impact journals, but as Lyytinnen
and his co-authors themselves recognize, the publish or
perish culture is yet far less generalized than in the U.S.
In short, it is not because the European institutions
do not draw anymore on local standards (defined at
the university level or at the national level) that they
adhere to a universal and North American standard of
presentation.
Second, the last supposedly scrutinized point is that

European research is not accepted because the submitted
pieces are reviewed by North American scholars. They
disagree rightly: ‘Though the number of reviewers and
editors coming from North America is significantly larger
than those from other regions, the current reviewer and
editor pools do not significantly over-represent North
American scholars. In fact, the reverse is true. For
example, MISQ and JAIS have nearly the double propor-
tion of European SEs and four times more European
editorial board members than proportional to European
content. yy.Moreover, most senior editors follow
judiciously policies where they carefully balance the
review pools when reviewing a submitted piece. In fact,
European editors and reviewers reject proportionally
higher numbers of European submissions, as they are
more likely to receive these submissions based on their
local expertise’ (id., p. 319). However, to me the issue is
really the ability to pick someone familiar with the
perspective advocated by the authors submitting a paper.
It is then very important to find an appropriate SE or AE
to do a good job faithful to the perspective, but also
respectful if possible to the style of the authors.
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In conclusion they made some recommendations in a
table, without further elaboration, including ‘Promote
“European” style of research through special issues and
being flexible and applying new sets of acceptance
criteria for different submissions’ (ibid., p. 325). I have
only superficially begun to express my ideas about how
EJIS can provide this flexibility and why we need it.
Fundamentally we should publish articles which pass

the four criteria put forth by Ray Paul (2009):

� clarity of the story;
� knowledge gained by the reader after reading the story;
� evidence and rigor of the demonstration or better

‘Why should anyone believe you?’
� significance of the contribution.

My view is that we do not need to have a standardized
genre of papers to pass these criteria. This is precisely why
the question for the third criteria is a better formulation.
Ideally, we should sometimes seek articles which get rid
of the unnecessary apparatus that make them look like
science and which allows for more parsimonious think-
ing (Nelson & Winter, 1982). This would allow more
radical progress (Van der Heijden, 2009). But as long as it
is rigorous and clear, we do not need to impose a
technical style, which in fact is not neutral, and is costly
to adjust to when not trained in that culture.
In brief, on top of pluralism of content and origins we

should also respect, if not favor, a diversity of styles as
long as they are readable (Baskerville, 2004).

This issue: a step towards critical thinking
This issue is a good illustration of a move towards more
criticalness and openness. It was not made on purpose
since the set of papers to be published in this issue was
marshaled by Richard Baskerville, with the precious help
of Bernd Stahl (Monfort University), Yujong Hwang
(DePaul University), Sridhar Nerur (University of Texas
at Arlington), Mikko Siponen (University of Oulu) whom
we thank for their work as AEs.
The first article ‘The ontological deficiencies of process

modeling in practice’ by Jan Recker and Michael Roseman
of Queensland University of Technology and Marta
Indulska and Peter Green of The University of Queens-
land is critical in my view in the sense that it focuses on a
various types of deficiencies. It does not begin with the
premise that technology – here Business Process Model-
ing Notation (BPMN) – is good providing that it is
correctly adjusted. Although they do not claim to apply
some critical philosophy as such, they start with the
assumption that this process modeling grammar has
received a lot of attention, which should be balanced by a
critical analysis of how it is used in practice. They
nevertheless turn to the Bunge-Wand-Weber (BWW)
representation model, hence to the realist philosophy
of Mario Bunge, to use a powerful theory of ontological
expressiveness allowing to account for the ability to
develop representations of real-world phenomena that
are ontologically complete and clear. Their analysis puts

into sharp focus the fact that BPMN is incomplete, but
also unclear. Therefore it is underdeveloped. From a
theoretical standpoint, their symmetrical aspect of their
application of BWW is also very interesting because it
shows that explanatory power of the theory is very
important in the two situations of construct deficit and
construct overload, but leads at best to inconclusive
results in the situation of construct redundancy and
construct excess. They also offer interesting implications
for practice dealing with business rules, organizational
setting, user evaluation and formal training.
In the second article, Margaret Reid and Myria Allen of

University of Arkansas, Deborah Armstrong of Florida
State University and Cynthia Riemenschneider of Baylor
University compare the perception of challenges at work
between female IS managers and male IS managers. Their
methodology allows for a different view from the
traditional feminist approach focusing essentially on
female’s perceptions (Adam et al., 2006; Greenhill &
Wilson, 2006). They compare between non-mixed female
and male group perceptions using Revealed Causal
Mapping. With this method they identified 35 challenges
women face compared to six only that had been
identified before. Most importantly, they show that
men relate directly gender to discrimination and to
work-family balance, while females offer a much more
complex picture with mediated relationships including
awareness of stress and burnout phenomena. This article
offers a real critical approach from an explicit epistemo-
logical standpoint. Indeed, both ‘critical’ and interpretive
‘approaches explicitly place researchers into the research
process, rather than exogeneous to it’. ‘However, the
critical researcher goes further by examining how societal
and organizational values and role interact or are
mirrored in the organizational realities articulated by
her informant’.
In the third article ‘Toward an “IT conflict – resistance

theory”: action research during IT pre-implementation’,
Régis Meissonnier and Emmanuel Houzé of the Univer-
sity of Montpellier provide an interesting theorizing and
insights about an action research project addressing
conflict and resistance issues. The first criterion of the
critical paradigm is to deal with emancipation and power
issues. This certainly applies here although in a some-
what unconventional way. In fact this story of an ERP
implementation shows how conflicts arise at a very early
pre-implementation stage and get solved although top
management uses an avoidance management style. This
is unusual as, in her longitudinal study of 40 projects,
Marciniak (1996) showed that this style was the worst in
terms of performance, and that generally vicious circles
built around conflicts so that, if not managed, situations
generally worsened. Also, unlike traditional studies of
French ERP implementation where conflict developed
with end users (Besson & Rowe, 2001), they show that the
conflict is rather centered at a prior stage between top
management and a powerful IS function. They position
their study as the application of a critical or interpretative
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social research epistemology. Indeed, their very strong
and cyclical interaction with the field in addition to the
objective of dealing with conflict and power issues makes
it an ideal candidate for a critical study. Even though
their first contact is the CEO and top management who
are eager to get recommendations on IS project manage-
ment may cast doubt on a critical orientation, the fact
that they did not try to impose anything, at least at the
beginning and that the IS function appeared to be the
most powerful social actors, convince us that the study
could be qualified as critical even if not meeting all the
criteria (Myers & Klein, 2010). In short, they provide an
in-depth analysis of the dynamic nature of conflict and
again illustrate that behind task-related conflicts other
types of conflicts such as job-conflict or social-political
conflict may hide. The task of critique and research is to
unveil them.
In the fourth article ‘User experience of museum

technologies: the phenomenological scales’, Jessie Pallud
of Strasbourg University and Emmanuel Monod of
Dauphine University are offering a critical view in the
sense that they are fighting the normative way of doing
research by providing a very original methodology
backed, but not coupled, by an also interesting blend of
phenomenology and hermeneutics. It is also an opening
into a multilevel kind of study because it tackles the issue
at an individual level with a survey, a group level with
focus groups, to address a question which is important at
a collective and societal level: the meaning of our cultural
heritage and its significance for our society. The phenom-
enological-hermeneutical framework they present blends
the fundamental works of Heidegger and Schleiermacher,
and thus the philosophical and psychological interpreta-
tion with the historical and grammatical interpretation
of our experience. Second from a methodological stand-
point they articulate a focus group with an individual
questionnaire using the phenomenological and herme-
neutical criteria to reveal six dimensions of the user
experience. They justify this articulation of qualitative
and survey method by the need for explanatory under-
standing, as defined by Weber, by Schleiermacher’s
theory of understanding and by the methodological
independence of epistemologies. I do not recall that such
a strong justification had to be given in IS. Finally this
results in a quite original tool for collecting data blending
a phenomenological background with Likert scales: the
phenomenological scales! Purists may scream, but no-
body will contest that there is food for thought. Overall it
cannot be considered to belong to the critical paradigm
in the classic sense – it is closer to an interpretative type
of work in my view – but it is certainly doing good by
providing a fine and healthy philosophical critique – if I
may say – of our methodologies. Finally, this is one of the
very best as well as rare empirical studies performed on IS
in museums. Isn’t such a work critical?
I would not characterize the last two articles as critical.

Indeed they focus on performance advantage and firm
performance, not – apparently – on some deficiency. Yet

they are interesting and important to make credible our
openness principle since they come from the U.S. and
Canada and use a positivist epistemology and not some
kind of critical approach.
In the fifth article ‘Do organizational and environ-

mental factors moderate the effects of Internet-based
interorganisational systems on firm performance?’,
Ismail Sila of University of Saskatchewan shows that
supply chain management systems do not have a direct
effect on financial performance, but an effect mediated
by business process performance and by operational
performance. While this result is not very surprising, it
had not been tested before in the case of these systems. In
addition the base model is also tested with moderators
and with adoption factors which are very comprehensive.
Among these factors it is interesting to see that trust and
complexity were not significant. For instance complexity,
measured as difficulty of use of Internet standards relative
to EDI, does not seem to play a role on the adoption of
Internet applications in supply chain management
activities. This may be because the Internet needs
complementary solutions to meet supply chain con-
straints and not just time to change habits when switch-
ing from proprietary networks to the Internet. This calls
for further research on other types of Internet-based
interorganizational systems than SCM and further fo-
cuses on one of the seven supply chain management type
that the author chose to survey to account for these types
of constraints.
In the last article ‘Proactive or reactive IT leaders? A test

of two competing hypotheses of IT innovation
and environment alignment’, Ying Lu of University of
North Carolina-Charlotte and Keshavamurthy Rama-
murthy of University of Wisconsin Milwaukee compare
the traditional ‘fit’ view and real ‘optional’ perspective
of strategic alignment between IT innovation and
environment dynamism. It is all the more relevant that
they tend to predict opposite outcomes in terms of
performance advantages. Having adopted the traditional
view in my Ph.D. dissertation on this topic within the
retail banking industry, I am all the more impressed that
authors undertake this interesting confrontation of
perspectives across industry. In addition they apply
rigorous techniques for longitudinal analysis to six years
of archival data in a kind of quasi-experiment design.
Indeed, the main problem with competitive advantage
and mimetic behavior in an environment is that,
generally, the first cannot last very long because of the
latter. Even with the right complementary assets and
good timing, the phenomenon is inherently dynamic
and embedded in time. They finally show that different
measures of IT leaders performance advantage are
correctly theorized by the option perspective, but also
that the traditional perspective of IT innovation and
environment alignment still holds for certain measures.
Ironically, they characterize IT spending of reactive
leaders as IT deficiency approach. Is option theory a
critical approach?
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